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Eye Swivel 27/38

EyE SWIVEL
The eye swivel is designed for control lines close to the deck,  
as with dinghy jib sheets. The swivel can also be used on 
bigger boats if the purchase of the tackle is sufficient. One eye 
swivel on each side of the coach roof is an ideal set-up for the 
vang. The crew on the rail can easily reach the vang to prevent  
a broach. The angle of articulation is easily adjusted with two 
screws. The swivel turns on stainless steel ball bearings for 
durability. The eye swivel is made of glass fibre filled polyamide 
with an electro polished, stainless steel line guide.

SWIVELS

Seldén provides three types of swivel  
– deck swivel, mast swivel and eye swivel.

DECk SwivEL 
38
EYE SwivEL 
27/38 
MAST SwivEL 
27/38 Deck Swivel 38
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Mast Swivel 38Mast Swivel 27 mAST SWIVEL 
The mast swivel leads the line with full articulation towards the trimmer.  
The swivel is made of glass fibre reinforced composite. It is mainly used for 
Cunningham, Spinnaker and Gnav etc. The sheave has two optional posi-
tions, either for lines coming from above or from below. The mast swivel can 
be fitted “up-side-down” depending on desired orientation of the cam 
cleat. The sheave is of ball bearing type.

SwiVelS

Art. No. Weight
(g)

Safe  
working 
load (kg)

max line 
size (mm)

433-401-01R 362 120 12

433-611-01R 113 90 7

433-611-02R 166 120 12

433-501-01R 104 90 7

433-501-02R 126 120 8

Horizontal articulation. The angle of horizontal movement is easily 
adjusted without taking the swivel apart. Two stops can be fixed in 5

different positions, from a fixed arm to  
300° angle of movement.  

Horizontal friction. The amount of friction 
for horizontal move ment is adjusted with a 
control knob. The knob is located in a recess 
in order to prevent accidental adjustment, 
but is still easy to reach with a screwdriver 
or similar tool.

Vertical articulation is easily adjusted from a flat horizontal lead to  
a steep 45° angle.

DECK SWIVEL 
The deck swivel articulates to follow the movements of the trimmer. 
Used for main sheets on keelboats and smaller yachts. Can also be 
used on bigger boats if the purchase of the tackle is sufficient. The 
materials used are composite and stainless steel. Recommended blocks 
are MRB60, PBB50 and PBB60. The block, without shackle, fits on the 
stainless steel axle.
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